
DON'T BE A GRINCH: 

Whether you are ready for it or not, the holiday season is here! We know

preparing for the holidays can be stressful, but we have a few tips that can

help you avoid becoming a real Grinch. Check out the preparation tips

below and fill your holiday season with nothing but holly jolly.  
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Focus on what's really important this holiday
season with these 5 preparation tips



STOCK UP ON GAMES

Are you hosting this year? There's nothing

worse than going to a boring holiday party.

Make sure you have a good selection of

games to play that are accessible for all

abilities. Our Eyedea Shop has found that

Uno and Left Right Center are fan favorites!

They are available in large print and braille

playing cards. 

STAY ON SCHEDULE

We all know that food is the most important

part of any holiday tradition, but the

preparation isn't always easy. Stay on top of

your cooking schedule with the talking clock

to avoid burning or under cooking your

signature dish! The talking clock will audibly

notify of you the time, as well as function as a

timer. 

DECORATE YOUR SPACE

There's no better way to get in the holiday

spirit than with a few decorations and

twinkling lights. The Colorino can help you

make sure your decorations match by

audibly identifying the color of all of your

favorite items! Not to mention, it will help

you look your best when picking out your

oufit for the special day!



STAY ORGANIZED

Organization is key when preparing for the

busy holiday season. If you are worried

about identifying various objects when

wrapping presents or baking cookies, the

Pen Friend may be helpful! The Pen Friend

allows you to audibly label your kitchen or

wrapping items so that you will always be

able to tell the difference between your salt

and sugar. 

SPREAD HOLIDAY CHEER

ABOUT THE EYEDEA SHOP 

CSC's Eyedea Shop has quality and helpful products for purchase that make daily

life easier for people who have low vision, vision loss or blindness. We offer Ohio's

largest selection of items to assist in daily living.

 

CONTACT: (216) 791-8118 or toll free (877) 776-9563 and ask for the Eyedea Shop.  

OR: Eyedeashop.com

Still need to purchase your holiday cards?

Don't worry! Every year, local artists allow

their work to be transformed into greeting

cards which Cleveland Sight Center makes

available to purchase for only one dollar per

card. It has become an annual fundraising

campaign to help provide services for

people in our community who are blind or

have low vision. 
 


